Analogy between diffusion in a polarised layer and permeation in a deposit using solid pressure
Theoretical demonstration and definition of critical flux (Bacchin 1994 (Bacchin , 1995 "flux required to overcome surface interaction and leads to coagulation at the membrane" 
Fouling mechanisms and operating conditions repulsive interaction entropic diffusion
Osmotic pressure of colloidal suspension is an accessible property depicting the resistance of the suspension to the local over concentration
Conclusions
But in which conditions is it sufficient ?
Osmotic pressure and settling coefficient form an indispensable data set to characterize suspension in regard to filtration experiments (or simulation)
Osmotic pressure use in theoretical modeling leads to interesting simplification and allows to develop continuous modeling integrating both gel, deposit or polarization mechanisms
Explanations with π-based modeling are given for :
-critical fouling conditions :
-the effect of physico-chemical properties on fouling layer formation critical flux in cross flow filtration critical accumulated mass in dead end
